
Lessons Learned

• Lean changes more than processes; it changes culture.

• Standard work frees time to pursue excellence and creative innovation.

• Preparation is key to quality – Importance of Checklist prior to completing an application.

• A process can be simplified without minimizing standards.

• Approaching a problem from another perspective opens one’s eyes to overlooked errors –
see the work as it happens rather than make assumptions..

• Small changes can have big impacts on efficiency.

• Working as a team always creates better results!

Streamline Application

• Utilizing User Simulation testing for rapid-cycle improvement, we encouraged our 
diplomates to try to “break the system” to expose as many errors in the application system 
as possible.

• Following the feedback of multiple testers, Visual Management was added through fonts 
and colors to provide clarity to those using the application.

• Language was intentionally simplified based on feedback from diplomates of varying ages, 
QI experience, and degrees of technological savvy.

• The streamlined SQIPA time for diplomates decreased by 67%.

• Staff processing time decreased by 58% and increased ability to process 2.5 
applications for every 1 previously.

• Errors were reduced by 65% while quality (defect-free applications) increased 100%.

Identifying Opportunities To Eliminate Waste

Background

• Since launching in 2015, the Small Group QI Project Application (SQIPA) has become the 
most popular Part 4 pathway for diplomates to claim MOC credit for QI work.

• The lead time from first contact to credit provided for the SQIPA process was 21,724 
minutes (15 days).  Of that, 21,633 minutes was wait time, resulting in only 0.06% of that 
time being value added.

• On average, 67.5% of applications submitted required rework due to errors.
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• Lean Methodology uses the Waste Wheel to identify improvement opportunities:

• Four main themes for improvement opportunities arose:
 Systems/IT Issues      Payments      Application Confusion      Attestation

• Key features were prioritized to eliminate waste in Future State, such as:
 Integrate MOCAM, ABP Portfolio, and CMS    Usability improvements to MOCAM          
 Payment at submission via credit card  Progress Bar    Streamline application 
 Checklist to prepare diplomates for application     Streamline attestations
 Reformat application structure to provide Just-In-Time information to diplomate
 Auto-save feature to allow diplomates to stop and resume     Progress Bar

Value Stream Mapping

Document SQIPA’s Current State Value Stream Map
• High-level process steps were identified for both the diplomat and ABP MOC staff

• A Value Stream Map (VSM) shows the sequence of activities describing a process including 
wait in between process steps.  Prior to implementing Lean, SQIPA’s VSM identified 8 steps 
for the diplomate’s process and 6 for ABP MOC staff.

• 60 hours of Gemba (observing work where it happens) occurred with >25 processes 
observed and 5 diplomates interviewed to accurately document the current state.

• Current state VSM revealed a lead time of 15 days with only 13 minutes (0.06%) being 
value added due to cumbersome systems and processes impacting each application.

• Through Gemba, it became evident the current state required cumbersome, excessive 
flipping between multiple systems to both submit a completed SQIPA and to process a 
single approved SQIPA into MOC credit.

Project Aims

• Reduce median lead time of a diplomate initiating application process to receiving MOC credit 
for project from 15 days to 4 days.

• Decrease % of applications requiring rework from an average of 67.5% to 20%.

•Overproduction
•Waiting
•Transport
•Defects
•Inventory
•Motion
•Overproduction

Waste Wheel

Future State Mapping

• A Future State VSM showed the process for diplomates and ABP MOC staff with as many 
excess steps eliminated as possible. 

• This reduced diplomate lead time from creating a SQIPA to gaining MOC credit from 15 days 
to 1 day (1477 minutes), increasing their value added time to 1.9%, and reduced lead time 
for ABP MOC staff to 6 minutes, increasing their value added time to 100%!

Value Stream Map                                               Future State Map

Application Gemba & Jidoka

• Once a Lean Value Stream was in place, we aimed to decrease the % of applications requiring 
rework due to errors.

• Multiple diplomate interviews and live GoToMeetings occurred to understand the diplomate’s 
experience while filling out an application in its current state.

• By seeing the application experience through the diplomate’s eyes, we created a Pareto chart 
to determine the most common errors on submitted applications.  The application was then 
revised to contain elements of Jidoka– error proofing / conditional logic at the point of 
occurrence.
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Next Steps

• The ABP is actively working to apply Lean to all other MOC Part 4 External Activities - large
group QI projects and Portfolios - as well as streamlining the Attestation section of SQIPA to 
reduce burden on diplomates working together on a project to receive individual credit.


